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supported by Global Diagnostic Imaging, Healthcare ICT, and Radiation 
Therapy Trade Association (DITTA): 
Global plan for diagnostic imaging, radiotherapy and IT in Cancer 
Management 
ISR and DITTA fully endorse the recent report issued by WHO on cancer 
prevention and control in the context of an integrated care approach, 
which requires the most effective use and training of available resources. 
In addition, the continuous advances made in medical technology need to 
be accessible to patients globally to protect them against the use of 
obsolete equipment and to ensure the best possible diagnosis and care. 
Moreover, the data generated through an integrated cancer management 
approach, including ‘omics’ data, need to be effectively managed. 
ISR and DITTA believe a comprehensive plan based on imaging, 
radiotherapy and integration of ‘omics’ data is the best method to improve 
prevention, to provide earlier diagnosis and to deliver early intervention in 
the context of personalized (Precision) medicine in cancer management. 
This data integration model is most suitable for delivering the outcomes to 
meet the objectives of SDG 3. 
ISR and DITTA issue 3 recommendations and a call to action to support 
WHO and Member States: 
1-ISR and DITTA support the WHO recommendations that Member States 
develop and implement a national cancer control plan and emphasize the 
need to add a plan avoiding obsolescence of medical imaging and 
radiotherapy equipment. 
2-ISR and DITTA agree that Member States should develop a specific plan 
detailing the technologies needed and ensuring comprehensive data 
integration including ‘omics’ data. It should go beyond genomics and 
include all diagnostic imaging and therapeutic imaging related data. 
3-ISR and DITTA believe that comprehensive data management is needed 
to directly benefit the care of cancer patients, by providing a full 
integration with the clinical data and cancer registries. 

 

 


